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In line with the aim of the CSS Lecture Series to ‘disorient’ ecological debates and to create a horizon for critical thinking “after sustainability”, this event reflects on current environmental, climatic and sanitary crises through the lens of increasingly problematic human-environmental relations. Confronted with the widespread failure of attempts to sustainably organize modern societies, anthropologists and sociologists approach globally heterogeneous modes of knowing the environment and accounting for ecological crisis situations. But what does it mean to investigate on human-environmental relations in crisis? And how can anthropological and sociological perspectives complement each other to better understand the roots of the current socio-ecological polycrisis, but also to open a space for imagining very different societal relations to nature?

Tanja Bogusz, sociologist and Michael Schnegg, anthropologist, both from Hamburg University, together with Frédéric Keck from the Laboratory of Social Anthropology at the EHESS Paris will discuss these questions in a lively and interactive exchange on what „after sustainability” could mean within their respective fields of research and within their disciplines – sociology and anthropology.

RECORDINGS OF PAST LECTURES ON THE CSS YOUTUBE CHANNEL

2nd February 2022: Pierre Charbonnier „An Environmental History of Political Ideas“  
11th November 2021: Prof. Sabine Schlacke „Beyond Climate Neutrality“  
06th July 2021: Prof. Frank Biermann „From Environmental Policy to Earth System Governance“  
30th June 2021: Prof. Nigel Clark „Earthly Multitudes and the Challenge of a Self-Differentiating Planet“
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